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            MotoGP™24: FROM THE PADDOCK #1

            
                We’re taking a deep dive into this year’s installment of our MotoGP™ videogame series, starting with the Lead Game Designer …

                Mar 20, 2024
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            MotoGP™24 ANNOUNCEMENT

            
                It only happens in MotoGP™24! The countdown has started: MotoGP™24 will be available on May 2nd. Get ready for the …

                Mar 14, 2024
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It only happens in Motogp™24













The Official 2024 Championship is in the palm of your hands: with new features, fierce rivalries, and online competitions to conquer. Hop on your bike and enjoy the official contents of the latest MotoGP™ season.


































Features



















CAREER & 
RIDERS MARKET


















Real riders make choices on and off the track. Define your path with Turning Points and Rivalries. Enjoy the brand-new Riders Market and shape the most dynamic Career ever. Start each new season with roster updates and new scenarios in the paddocks. Only talent can make a difference: prove it!
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MotoGP™ Stewards













The new MotoGP™ Stewards monitors races and timed sessions to guarantee fair racing. Both AIs and players unfair behaviour is now sanctioned according to what happened on the track.
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Adaptive difficulty & accessibility













Enjoy the new Adaptive Difficulty technology that dynamically matches the AI difficulty to your skills. For every player to have equal fun, check out all the accessibility supports.
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Racing is also  a matter of style













Express your passion for the MotoGP™ and customizse your rider. Personalize helmet liveries, butt-patches, stickers, and racing numbers. Then share it with other players. Remember, sharing is caring!*

* UGC not available on NintendoSwitch






































New livegps,cross-play & local split-screen













Push yourself over the limit and compete in LiveGP Championships** monthly online seasons with dedicated events and their own leaderboards. Compete with the best players from all over the world thanks to the cross-play feature. Or invite some friends over and challenge them to a 1vs1 local split-screen race to determine who’s the best rider.***





**LiveGP not available on Nintendo Switch
***Cross-play available between Playstation and Xboxconsoles
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          In order to use the Online Service, where it exists, users must be 13 years of age or older. By using the Online Service, the user confirms that he/she is 13 or older. 
          In order to access online functions of the videogame, the platform account (Sony, Microsoft etc) must belong to someone aged 13 or over. MotoGP™24 © 2024 Published and 
          Developed by Milestone S.r.l. All rights reserved. Copyright © 2024 Dorna Sports S.L. All rights reserved. Unreal, Unreal Engine, the circle-U logo and the Powered by 
          Unreal Engine logo are trade-marks or registered trademarks of Epic Games, Inc. in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.
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